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Don’t fall Prey to the communal games being
played by the ruling classes!
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        Another for-the-time-being solution to the Babri Masjid came from the
Supreme court of India. All the ruling class parties welcomed the verdict depicting
it as the final solution and competed among themselves in claiming the credit
for such a judgment. This is the clear indication that this issue would be utilized
by the BJP and congress to continue to divide the people on communal lines.
        For decades the Babri issue was dormant and almost forgotten by the
people. Both the main ruling class parties – BJP and congress -  raked up this
issue at a time the ruling classes under the dictats of imperialist masters were
taking up a chain of anti-people and anti-national measures, euphemistically
named as New Economic policies. The ruling classes knew it well that these
anti-people policies would cause havoc in the social and economic life of people,
that may lead to peoples resistance. To divert the peoples attention from these
treacherous policies, they raked up Babri issue followed by for more than a
quarter of a century communally divisive agenda in both naked and disguised
forms. Various statements issued after the Supreme court verdict by the BJP,
RSS and congress leaders make it clear that the issue would be utilized to
divide the people.
       One can appreciate the effort of the Supreme court in a tailored de facto
situation to deliver an all pleasing judgment. Yet one must be cautious of the
notorious tactics of the ruling classes and their parties in utilizing the inherent
contradictions in the verdict. This is not a baseless apprehension; but a certainty
in coming weeks given the exploitative and oppressive class nature of the ruling
class parties.
      We call upon the people not to fall prey to the communally  divisive agendas
being implemented by the ruling classes and their political parties, maintain
communal harmony and fight for the realisation of equal opportunities to lead a
dignified life.
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